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The Manhattan Grill

July 17, 2011

Hello from Your on the Street Reporter. This week, I am located in Palm Springs, California to
test my ability to stay in deserts during the summer; as well as to taste the local foods. I am
involved in a reverse snowbird trip to determine if I can handle arid summer desert temperatures
of 95 degrees….at 10 in the evening.

National Geographic and Air Conditioning
Thanks to air conditioning, I am happy to report my “hardiness” has stood the test. For this
example: My walk from the air conditioned airplane across a short corridor of paved desert into
an air conditioned airport terminal to pick-up my luggage; across a short corridor of paved desert
to pick-up my rental car; into this air conditioned vehicle; accompanied with a ten-second
experience inside a non-vented garage; and finally into an air conditioned bungalow.

Which is a near-frigid cottage placed within a massive, dry, and hot desert.

Our ancestors made it to Palm Springs with air but no air conditioners. They made few
comments about their environmental plight. Ignorance is bliss. Little did they know what they
were missing: To sleep in a chilly room, while covered with soft and warm hand-made quilts.

While I luxuriated in my cool and protected insulation inside my snowbird home, the hostile air
outside begged to find its way into my bedroom. To no avail. I put the air on 66 and turned-in for
a night of luxurious sleep, oblivious to the world outside and looking forward to a tomorrow of
culinary delights inside cool buildings.

Back to Basics
In previous reports I have made reference to several fine restaurants located in this city and its
surrounding suburbs. I have sent you reports on some of the places I have found to be special in
this part of America; worthy of a side-stop on your treks across the USA.

Sammy’s Trilussa restaurant remains one of my choices. So does the Ace Café because of its
décor and a menu appealing to my art deco-oriented, veggie-eating son. I have also mentioned
Mr. Parker’s and will have more detailed reviews on these eateries and others later in this series.

For this report, I introduce one of my newly-found favorites: The Manhattan Grill. It is not meant
to be a high-end dining place, say on the order of Mr. Parker’s, or some of the steak houses in
downtown Palm Springs.

Located on East Palm Canyon Drive---and only a few minutes from downtown itself, it
advertises itself as a “delicatessen bakery restaurant.” It has no table cloths. After all, it’s a deli.
But it has what we want when we go out to eat: wonderful food; ample proportions (even for
Americans); an almost unbelievable variety of fare; cool and efficient waiters. And as a bonus,
the restaurant has a finely designed and understated décor.
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By the way, to again lay claim to
or free meals for this review. I am
small business that is succeeding in these down times.
immersed these past few months
So it is therapeutic to send you something positive…and fulfilling

Deli, Bakery, and Restaurant

outside. But it seats a lot of people and has
restaurant side.

My favorite spot is the bar/counter, shown in
offerings on the menu, samplin
variety of choices. As I recall, the Grill offers eight to ten varieties of hot dog
about the challenge of keeping so many different food condiments available and fresh. He was
modest about the feat, saying he had a

It could be---and is likely---that many of the items on the menu are variations on the same food
stuffs. It did not matter if I were deluded into thinking of the Grill’s
city blocks. An old saw is that the more a person is delude
that I was a happy diner when I looked through this menu. Not deluded, but happy.

Figure 2. Favorites.

Figure 1. The lobby.
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lay claim to my culinary and reporting integrity, I am receiving no payola
or free meals for this review. I am happy to write it because it is refreshing to come across a
small business that is succeeding in these down times. As many of my readers know, I have

these past few months in reporting on Wall Street debacles. I have
therapeutic to send you something positive…and fulfilling---gastronom

Deli, Bakery, and Restaurant
What struck me when I entered the lobby of the
Manhattan Grill was the presence of
display cases holding pastries and delicatessen
offerings, as seen in Figure 1. I could have been
downtown Manhattan for all I would have known.
Jamie Pinto, the owner of the Grill, told me he has
of trade from the delicatessen, both
wholesale. I sampled some of the pastries:
fine.

The Manhattan Grill does not look all that big from the
seats a lot of people and has two kitchens; one for the deli side and one for the

My favorite spot is the bar/counter, shown in the left photo in Figure 2. I especially like
offerings on the menu, samplings seen in the middle and right photos of Figure 2

s I recall, the Grill offers eight to ten varieties of hot dog
about the challenge of keeping so many different food condiments available and fresh. He was

ying he had an experienced and reliable staff that kept things in order.

that many of the items on the menu are variations on the same food
stuffs. It did not matter if I were deluded into thinking of the Grill’s food storage bins spanning
city blocks. An old saw is that the more a person is deluded, the happier he is. I say for certain
that I was a happy diner when I looked through this menu. Not deluded, but happy.
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integrity, I am receiving no payola
refreshing to come across a
f my readers know, I have been

t debacles. I have not done much else.
gastronomically speaking.

What struck me when I entered the lobby of the
the presence of a room full of
pastries and delicatessen

I could have been in
an for all I would have known.
ner of the Grill, told me he has lots

delicatessen, both retail and
pastries: fresh and

The Manhattan Grill does not look all that big from the
kitchens; one for the deli side and one for the

especially like the
ght photos of Figure 2. Notice the

s I recall, the Grill offers eight to ten varieties of hot dog. I asked Mr. Pinto
about the challenge of keeping so many different food condiments available and fresh. He was

experienced and reliable staff that kept things in order.

that many of the items on the menu are variations on the same food
storage bins spanning

d, the happier he is. I say for certain
that I was a happy diner when I looked through this menu. Not deluded, but happy.
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If you go to the Manhattan Grill, make sure you sample their pickles and sauerkraut, which are
offered as free appetizers before a meal. They are some of the best I have tasted, even those I ate
in New York. Both are flavorful, but not tart. Also, try the whitefish and, yes, the grilled cheese
sandwich.

Back to the pickles. Mr. Pinto took me into the kitchen area,
where he showed me his refrigerated, walk-in pickle locker!
Imagine, a refrigerator devoted almost entirely to pickles, as
seen in Figure 3. It was large enough to hold these containers as
well as some shelves for other minor items (and the two of us).
But the main attraction was the pickles.

I was tempted to ask Mr. Pinto if he had read the book Salt. As a
restaurateur, I thought he would surely be interested. And given
his pickle locker, I was sure he would be captivated by the
chapter in Salt devoted entirely to pickles. But I held off from

making this suggestion to a person who specialized in salt and pickles.

Besides, I am salt and pickle amateur and not one to resort to name-throwing about elite and
famous things to impress someone.

Anyway, and aside from brined cucumbers, if you are passing through Palm Springs, stop-off at
the Manhattan Grill. It is an unpretentious place to eat, with offerings on a par with the best deli
restaurants that I have come across.

Figure 3. The pickle locker.


